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a b s t r a c t 

There has been an exponential growth in the amount of visual data on a daily basis acquired from single 

or multi-view surveillance camera networks. This massive amount of data requires efficient mechanisms 

such as video summarization to ensure that only significant data are reported and the redundancy is 

reduced. Multi-view video summarization (MVS) is a less redundant and more concise way of providing 

information from the video content of all the cameras in the form of either keyframes or video segments. 

This paper presents an overview of the existing strategies proposed for MVS, including their advantages 

and drawbacks. Our survey covers the genericsteps in MVS, such as the pre-processing of video data, 

feature extraction, and post-processing followed by summary generation. We also describe the datasets 

that are available for the evaluation of MVS. Finally, we examine the major current issues related to MVS 

and put forward the recommendations for future research 1 . 

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Due to the recent increase in amount of video data from

urveillance cameras, it has become very challenging to process

hese data for various applications such as video browsing and

etrieval [1] , object segmentation [2] , semantic/action recognition

3] , and background subtraction [4] . The manual extraction of in-

ormative sections from video data and their processing are labo-

ious tasks, and there is therefore a need for automatic techniques

o remove redundancy and extract useful information. To solve

hese challenges, various techniques such as video skimming [5] ,

ideo summarization [6] , and video condensation [7] have been

resented. A video skim is a short segment of the original video

hat reflects its overall representation. Video summarization is a

echnique used to extract salient frames or sequences of frames

rom a video; it offers fast browsing by shortening the input video

nto a synopsis and retaining only salient information. Video sum-

arization is a hot area of research due to the massive growth

n the amounts of video data captured by surveillance cameras or
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail addresses: tanveerkhattak3797@gmail.com (T. Hussain), 
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ecorded via smartphones on a daily basis. It can be broadly di-

ided into single-view video summarization (SVS) and MVS. SVS

8] is the process of creating a summary of single-view video and

he generated summary should preserve three properties including

inimum repetition, representativeness, and diversity [9] . Most of

he summarization techniques are presented for single-view videos

ecause their target is to produce a summary which is representa-

ive of the input video by considering only the intra-view corre-

ations. SVS is less challenging compared to MVS due to lack of

ynchronization and illumination difference problem among differ-

nt views. This article focuses on only MVS, thus SVS is outside the

cope of this paper. 

MVS is a rarely addressed problem in the literature of video

ummarization. As for SVS, the output generated from MVS is ei-

her a set of representative frames (keyframes), a short and com-

rehensive video (video synopsis) or video skims. Unlike SVS, how-

ver, the input for MVS is acquired from various cameras with dif-

erent views. The basic pipeline for handling such videos include

re-processing, feature extraction, post-processing, and summary 

eneration. The preprocessing of multi-view videos (MVVs) typi-

ally comprises redundancy removal steps such as segmentation

10] and shot boundary detection [11] . Pre-processing is followed

y features extraction, object detection or tracking, the choice of

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patcog.2020.107567
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/patcog
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.patcog.2020.107567&domain=pdf
mailto:tanveerkhattak3797@gmail.com
mailto:khan.muhammad@ieee.org
mailto:sbaik@sejong.ac.kr
https://github.com/tanveer-hussain/MVS-Survey
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patcog.2020.107567
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Fig. 1. General flow of MVS methods (condensation of multi-view videos into a short and comprehensive output summary). 
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which varies from one application to another. Feature extraction

methods include handcrafted features [10,11] such as, colour his-

tograms, edge histograms, colour layout descriptors, and learned

features through CNNs, as presented in [12] . Post-processing of

the extracted features refers to computation of intra- and inter-

view correlations, as used in mainstream existing methods, fol-

lowed by summary generation. The most common approaches for

summary generation in MVS literature are based on machine learn-

ing techniques or template matching. The final generated output

varies, and may consist of keyframes, video skim or video synop-

sis. The overall flow of MVS methods is shown in Fig. 1 . MVS can

be used in several applications including surveillance (both indoor

and outdoor) for activity and event analysis [13] , investigating ac-

cident scenarios [14] , interesting and salient events extraction from

sports, security and law enforcement for theft detection, and rob-

bery events recognition. It also has applications in virtual reality in

terms of creating a single 360 view using multi-view cameras. 

There are several significant challenges that are encountered

when summarizing MVVs, such as inter and intra-view correlations

among different views, the problem of synchronisation, the pres-

ence of different lighting conditions for different views, and the

possible overlapping of views. A simple multi-view network con-

tains two cameras with two output videos. For example, consider

two cameras acquiring video from two different views at 25 fps,

which generates 180,0 0 0 frames (90 0 0 0 for each camera) for one

hour of video content. This huge amount of data is the big hurdle

to the exploitation of important visual data and extraction of more

interesting and specific aspects of videos is essential, rather than

watching the whole video. The literature shows that several com-

panies are already working on MVVs for different purposes such as

car parking and the provision of supportive, comfortable, and safe

driving. For instance, Honda Motor [15] has launched a multi-view

camera system that offers different views with multiple wide an-

gles from cameras within the vehicle. Similarly, many other com-

panies are developing multi-view camera systems for different ap-

plications , such as the scheme in [16] , which can record video

from multiple views in excessive temperature , providing assis-
ance for further analysis of the scene. Similarly, based on a multi-

iew camera network, a software developed in [17] can monitor

nd control users working inside a company and can analyse the

ngoing processes within the company. 

In the modern technological era, cameras are installed in of-

ces, campuses, factories, streets, and public places. These cam-

ras capture continuous data on daily basis that can be used for

any purposes, such as persons tracking [18] , disaster manage-

ent [19] , abnormal event detection [20] , and other video analyt-

cs applications [21] . To date, the field of MVS has been less ex-

loited and there is an urgent need for MVS techniques to process

ideo data effectively for various applications. Mainstream current

esearch works use traditional hand-engineered features for MVS,

hile deep learning has recently been applied to numerous com-

uter vision applications such as disaster management [19] , secu-

ity [22] , and abnormal activity recognition [23] . It is therefore rec-

mmended to develop deep learning-assisted intelligent methods

or MVS. Likewise, in literature, there is a deficiency of standard

ublicly available datasets that are challenging and can be used

or better evaluation of MVS techniques. The major contributions

f our survey are summarized as follows: 

1. We present the very first survey of MVS methods. To the best

of our knowledge, there is no existing survey in the MVS liter-

ature and it lacks the attention of researchers. With this moti-

vation, we present a comprehensive and compact tutorial of all

the existing MVS methods. 

2. In this survey, we cover trends in the MVS literature, the distri-

bution on the basis of publishers, citations, types of research

papers, and application-wise scattering of MVS approaches

along with taxonomy of MVS methods. Further, this survey pro-

vides results of all the queries for searching MVS papers in vari-

ous repositories and also offer remarks about the selection pro-

cess of the retrieved papers in the survey. 

3. This survey explores the current challenges of MVS methods,

explores the evaluation metrics, datasets, and draw conclusions

of the overall literature. Finally, our survey provides recommen-
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dations and future research directions for further exploration of

MVS field. 

Rest of the paper is structurally divided into eight different sec-

ions. Section II covers the scope of this survey, provides its outline

nd coverage. Section III investigates the existing methods for sum-

arization of MVV and provides categorical distribution and tax-

nomy of different MVS methods. The available MVV datasets with

heir characteristics are discussed in Section IV. Section V explores

he evaluation metrics of different methods used in MVS literature.

ection VI and VII highlight the major challenges of MVS and pro-

ides recommendations for future research. Section VIII concludes

his survey with discussion about future research methodologies. 

. Scope, outline, and coverage of this survey 

This study covers workshops, journals, and conference pa-

ers on MVS methods from diverse repositories including Google

cholar, ScienceDirect, IEEE Xplore, ACM, and Springer. We

earched for related articles using different queries in all of these

epositories and some of the retrieved items are excluded because

f irrelevancy. The overall items explored with different searches
ig. 2. Overall distribution of MVS literature (a) citation wise distribution of MVS rese

10[27], P11[43], P12[41], P13[40], P14[39], P15[45], P16[48], P17[49], (b) year-wise MVS 

istribution of MVS on the basis of research paper’s type. 
ade in several repositories are given in Table 1 , together with

easons for not considering some papers in this survey. Table 2

hows the application-wise distribution of MVS methods. Distribu-

ion of MVS literature such as publication year, a number of arti-

les per year in literature along with the citation of each paper is

hown in Fig. 2 (a and b), while the distribution of MVS papers

y publisher is shown in Fig. 2 (c). A scatter chart of MVS con-

erence papers, journals, and other types of paper is visualized in

ig. 2 (d). In MVS literature, most of the papers are published in

EEE journals and top conferences. The year-wise trend of MVS is

hown in Fig. 3 , covering the overall literature. Initial research to

VS used low-level features (SIFT descriptors) and object detection

ased on handcrafted features with activity-based video segmen-

ation. These early articles utilised clustering techniques (i.e., K-

eans clustering) for final summary generation. Next trend in lit-

rature also focus on low-level features with some improvements

uch as background subtraction for trajectories extraction and us-

ge of machine learning techniques such as support vector ma-

hine (SVM) and K-means clustering for final summary genera-

ion. The final summaries of these works are of uniform length or

ser query based. There is a positive variation in the next MVS

rend that used mid-level (i.e., motion and saliency) features along
arch papers P1[26], P2[10], P3[33], P4[31], P5[50], P6[34], P7[37], P8[11], P9[35], 

publications to date, (c) publisher-wise distribution of MVS research paper, and (d) 
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Table 1 

Comprehensive details of researched MVS literature distributed through various publishers. 

No Method Year Included Remarks 

1 [24] 2005 ✖ Multi-view keyword in this paper is referred as human faces and video captioning 

problem individually based on low-level visual features. The authors considered 

human faces (one view), video captioning (second view) to generate summary of a 

single-view video. 

2 [25] 2008 ✖ This paper focuses on different events happening in an indoor office multi-camera 

setup. Optimal view selection in this article is followed by event sequence 

summarization. Finally, a fuzzy rule-based system is used to estimate the human 

decision making. No discussion about MVS and it’s relevant steps. 

3 [10] 2010 ✔ The authors proposed an MVS framework using random walks, where hypergraphs 

are used to capture correlations among different views. 

4 [26] 2010 ✔ In this work, maximal marginal relevance (a concept of text summarization) is 

intelligently utilised to generate MVS. 

5 [27] 2014 ✔ The concepts of maximum-margin clustering [28] and disagreement minimisation 

criterion [29] is integrated together with metric learning for MVS. 

6 [30] 2014 ✖ This is a proposal paper, methodology is not explained, and the authors mentioned 

to present the actual MVS related work in future. No evaluation performed, and no 

standard datasets followed for experimentation. 

7 [31] 2014 ✔ Inspired by the previous work in [26] , the authors proposed an online MVS system 

by integrating maximal marginal relevance with a bandwidth efficient distributed 

algorithm. 

8 [32] 2014 ✖ This method generated an SVS based on convex mixture models and spectral 

clustering. 

9 [33] 2014 ✔ In this framework, authors utilized user’s view tendency for the selection of 

viewpoint for MVV contents. This framework showed good results for sport events 

and live concerts. 

10 [34] 2014 ✔ Motion regions based video segmentation is followed by activities recognition. Inter- 

inter-activity redundancy removal step is finally concluded by recognising 

anomalous patterns by finding rarely occurred activities. 

11 [35] 2015 ✔ The main theme is to reduce compression and transmission power. This scheme 

comprises online and offline modules for MVS. 

12 [11] 2015 ✔ This technique used semantic features in the form of a visual bag of words. Gaussian 

entropy, bipartite graph matching, and optimum-path forest algorithm are used for 

summary generation. 

13 [36] 2015 ✖ This method is focused on making decision about persons on the basis of their past 

activities in live surveillance video and it does not generate multi-view summary. 

Further it creates a separate synopsis for each view. 

14 [37] 2015 ✔ In this article, authors produced video synopsis from multi-view videos based on 

human actions in both indoor and outdoor scenarios. 

15 [38] 2016 ✖ This method is focused only on multi-video summarization, MVS is not covered in 

this article. 

16 [39] 2016 ✔ In this paper, authors presented a novel technique based on joint embedding and 

sparse coding for summarization of multi-view videos. 

17 [40] 2016 ✔ A multi-camera joint video synopsis is presented that finds object’s appeariance, 

merging, splitting, and disappearing moments in the frame sequence called as tube 

from each view. These tubes are joined by rearranging them so that temporal 

ordering remains same for all the cameras. The final multi-camera synopsis is 

created by stitching together the rearranged tubes and background images from the 

same camera. 

18 [41] 2016 ✖ This is the journal extension of [37] with similar contents. 

19 [42] 2016 ✖ It is the same work as presented in an archive paper [27] , but published in a 

conference proceeding. 

20 [43] 2016 ✔ The authors proposed framework which makes sparse coding feasible in 

summarizing both single and multi-view videos by exploiting both intra- and 

inter-view content correlations. 

21 [44] 2017 ✖ This paper proposed an algorithm to generate summary of multi-video, they have 

not focused on MVS. 

22 [45] 2017 ✔ Authors captured multi-view correlations via embedding which helps for extracting 

diverse set of representation and used L1, and L2 sparse optimizations for selecting 

representative shots for the summary 

23 [46] 2017 ✖ [47] is an extended version of [46] , and both techniques are focused only on SVS, 

the datasets used for evaluation are SVS datasets. 

24 [47] 2018 ✖ 

26 [48] 2020 ✔ This paper presents shot segmentation after object detection that is advanced to 

deep features extraction for MVS using multi-layer and bi-directional LSTM. 

27 [49] 2020 ✔ The research work in this paper performs targets detection and analysis, followed by 

transmission of annotated frames in encoded form towards the master 

resource-constrained device for information computation, where the final summary 

is generated on the basis of maximum information. 
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Table 2 

Application wise distribution of MVS methods with specified output format and final objectives of each method. 

Application Method 

Expected outputs Objectives 

Keyframes Video skims Video synopsis Diversity Action Events 

Law enforcement [37] - - ✔ - - ✔ 

[35] ✔ - - ✔ - - 

[41] - - ✔ - ✔ ✔ 

[49] ✔ - - - ✔ - 

Sports [33] - ✔ - ✔ - - 

[52] - - - ✔ - - 

Surveillance [43] ✔ - - ✔ - - 

[40] - - - - - ✔ 

[45] - - ✔ ✔ - ✔ 

[50] - - ✔ ✔ - - 

[10] - ✔ - - - ✔ 

[11] - ✔ - - - ✔ 

[35] ✔ - - ✔ - - 

[27] ✔ - - ✔ - - 

[39] ✔ - - - - ✔ 

[31] ✔ - - ✔ - - 

[34] ✔ - - - - ✔ 

[48] - ✔ - - - ✔ 

Fig. 3. Trend of MVS methods (year wise features distribution and learning mechanisms of representative articles from the literature). 
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f  

q  
ith handcrafted features (i.e., colour-, edge-histograms, Tamura,

nd SIFT features). Similar to the previous trend, the summary of

hese methods is generated using clustering techniques. A break-

hrough in MVS field is noticed after the usage of learned fea-

ures and the generation of summaries by utilising deep features in

he prerequisite steps. This trend is followed in 2016, where BVLC

affeNet 4096-dim and spatio temporal C3D [51] features were

sed for sparse coding and video representation, respectively, for

he first time in literature. Besides clustering for summary gener-

tion, template-matching and sparse representative selection over

earned embedding are also used for final summary generation. A

esearch in this trend segments video based on objects, followed

y human action recognition using multiple kernel learning ad-

anced to synopsis generation using fuzzy inference systems. Like-

ise, an article published in 2017 used C3D features for video rep-

esentation. In this trend, inter- and intra-view similarities were

omputed via sparse coefficients and final summary is generated

sing a clustering scheme. A completely new approach is pre-

ented by Hussain et al. [48] , performing shots segmentation using

erson’s appearance. Inter-view correlations are computed using a

ovel concept of lookup table followed by deep features extrac-

ion that are fed into a multi-layer LSTM for final skims gener-

tion. More recently, we utilised resource-constrained devices for

VS [49] , where these devices are equipped with cameras and are

nterconnected in internet of things (IoT) network. In this method,

he captured video in real-time is processed to detect targets and

he annotated frames with targets above acertain threshold are en-
 m  
oded and transferred to master device for information computa-

ion. The keyframes were selected based on the amount of infor-

ation among the received frames. 

. Methods for summarization of multi-view videos 

In literature, various techniques are presented for MVS and each

ethod follows a generic process with some specific steps. The ba-

ic flow of MVS contains three steps: segmentation of MVVs, fea-

ures extraction, and summary generation. Processing whole video

nd generating summary at once is a biased decision, since a video

ontains different shots, scenes, and diverse information that are

istributed throughout the video. Thus, the first step in the major-

ty of the MVS methods is video segmentation into smaller con-

tituents, as briefly covered in the next section. This step is fol-

owed by features extraction that assists in final summary gener-

tion. In the final step, , specific schemes or validation criteria for

eyframes selection are applied. These steps are elaborated in the

ubsequent sections individually and are comprehensively shown

n Tables 3 and 4 . 

.1. Multi-view videos segmentation 

The segmentation of videos into parts is a pre-processing step

or summary generation. Multi-view summary generated subse-

uently after segmentation of videos into several parts makes it

ore representative of all videos. In literature, many techniques
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Table 3 

Description of used features, shot segmentation technique, learning mechanism, and summary generation of existing MVS methods. 

Method 

name/year 

Visual features used Shot segmentation Summary generation 

Technique Length of generated summary 

Low-level 

features 

Saliency 

and motion 

High-level 

features 

Object 

detection 

Uniform 

length 

Features- 

based 

Statistical 

classifiers 

Deep learning 

classifier 

Clustering Other (template 

matching/sparse 

representative 

selection) 

Uniform 

length Importance- 

based 

User query- 

based 

[10] (2010) ✔ - ✔ ✔ - ✔ - - ✔ - - ✔ - 

[26] (2010) ✔ - - - - - - - ✔ - ✔ - - 

[33] (2014) - - - - - - ✔ - - - - - ✔ 

[31] (2014) ✔ - - - - ✔ - - ✔ - ✔ - - 

[50] (2014) - - - ✔ - - - - ✔ - - ✔ - 

[27] (2014) ✔ - - - - - ✔ - - - ✔ - - 

[34] (2014) - ✔ - - - ✔ ✔ - - - - ✔ - 

[37] (2015) - - - ✔ - - ✔ - - - ✔ - - 

[11] (2015) ✔ ✔ - - - ✔ - - ✔ - - ✔ - 

[35] (2015) ✔ - - ✔ ✔ - - - ✔ - - ✔ - 

[43] (2016) - - ✔ - - - - - ✔ - - - ✔ 

[40] (2016) - ✔ - - - - - - - ✔ ✔ - - 

[41] (2016) ✔ - - - - ✔ - - - ✔ - ✔ - 

[39] (2016) ✔ - - - - - - - - ✔ - ✔ - 

[45] (2017) - - ✔ - - ✔ - - ✔ - - ✔ - 

[48] (2020) - - ✔ - - ✔ - ✔ - - - ✔ - 

[49] (2020) ✔ - ✔ - - ✔ - - - ✔ - ✔ - 
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Table 4 

Detailed description of three main steps followed by each MVS method in literature. 

Method Segmentation Feature extraction /object detection or tracking Summary generation 

[26] (2010) - Based on difference of Gaussian and Laplacian 

Gaussian and computation of SIFT descriptor, 

adopted from [53] 

Clustering of SIFT descriptors into 500 groups 

by K-means to create a visual vocabulary for 

final MVS 

[10] (2010) Adopted activity-based video 

segmentation 

Gaussian entropy fusion model, wavelet 

coefficients. Viola-Jones face detector is used 

to construct spatio-temporal shot graph 

Shots clustering using random walk theory 

[33] (2014) - Quality-Of-View is calculated from the 

distance between a camera and each object 

and the angle between them 

SVM with RBF (Radial Basis Function) kernal 

function is used as the learning model 

[31] (2014) - 256-bin colour histogram in HSV colour space K-means clustering for keyframes selection 

[50] (2014) Object segmentation and tracking Background subtraction for trajectories 

extraction. 

Key observation-based synopsis approach and 

K-means clustering for selection of 

pre-defined number of key actions 

[34] (2014) Motion regions based spatio-temporal 

cubes for video segmentation 

Probabilistic latent component analysis (PLCA) 

to discover latent activities. 

Inter- inter-activity redundancy removal, 

anomalous patterns recognition by finding 

rarely occurred activities. 

[37] (2015) - Human detection using fuzzy inference 

system and then six different shape features 

are extracted from silhouette 

SVM (Gaussian and Polynomial kernels are 

used in multiple kernel learning for 

classifying seven different actions) 

[11] (2015) Motion-based shot boundary detection Colour histograms, edge histograms, Tamura 

features, and SIFT spatiotemporal graph 

Unsupervised Optimum-Path Forest 

(clustering) 

[35] (2015) - MPEG-7 colour layout descriptor, and score 

estimation of foreground object 

Gaussian mixture model (clustering) 

[27] (2015) - Low-level features RBF kernel function for similarity 

measurement, maximal-margin clustering for 

summary generation. 

[43] (2016) - BVLC CaffeNet (4096-dim CNN feature vector), 

sparse coding 

Latent subspace clustering 

[41] (2016) Object detection and localisation Action recognition using multiple kernel 

learning, as applied in [54] 

Synopsis generation using fuzzy inference 

system applied to the tracked objects 

[40] (2016) Object appearance-based segmentation Adaptive Scale Invariant Local Ternary Pattern 

(SILTP) for background subtraction and 

tacking object 

Based on template-matching algorithm 

[39] (2016) Video segmentation via Spatio-temporal 

C3D [51] features 

Two proximity matrices for inter- and 

intra-view correlations, pairwise Euclidean 

distances between frames 

Sparse representative selection method over 

the learned embedding for summary 

generation. 

[45] (2017) Video representation via spatio-temporal 

C3D [51] features 

Inter- and intra-view similarities are 

computed via sparse coefficients 

Clustering for computation of data similarity 

[48] (2020) Person’s appearance -ased shot 

segmentation 

Deep features (AlexNet model) extraction 

from segmented shots in a lookup table 

Multi-layer bi-directional LSTM for final 

summary generation. 

[49] (2020) Targets detection for shot segmentation Low-level entropy features extraction Information computation-based decision for 

keyframes selection 
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re based on segmentation of videos into shots, which are further

rocessed for summary generation. In some techniques, shot seg-

entation is based on a uniform length [35] with a specific thresh-

ld for single shot selection, while in most of the techniques it is

ased on features [10,31] with non-uniform length. Segmentation

f video into shots helps in removing redundancy such as sup-

ressing the frames without persons [48] , activity or motion and

ptimally choosing the frames with certain events or movements.

ence, the task of summarization can be achieved easily through

eatures extraction and comparison after segmenting the shots that

ontain events, motion or saliency. In Table 3 , third column shows

he types of used shot segmentation techniques, i.e. whether shots

re segmented with uniform length or they are features-based. The

rst column of Table 4 provides a detailed description about fea-

ures or parameters used by each method for video segmentation. 

Video segmentation of MVVs plays a vital role in the final sum-

ary generation, as the usage of the most representative seg-

ented shots ensure a precise output summary. The available

ethods performing video segmentation can be divided into three

ajor categories, based on motion/activity [10] , visual features

39] , and objects appearance [48] . The majority of the methods

n MVS domain fall under the objects’ appearance based category,

here the video is segmented by considering shots having ob-

ects. Visual features are rarely used in the MVS field and C3D

eatures are utilized to compute difference among different shots

or video segmentation. Similarly, activity or motion [10] based

ideo segmentation methods are also observable in MVS litera-
 i  
ure. The avaialable activity/motion-based methods have limited

ccuracy due to the adoption of weakly presented activity recog-

ition algorithms, which can be extended in future with convinc-

ng accuracy after implementation of enhanced activity recognition

nd motion detection algorithms. High-level visual features-based

ethods and the objects appearance-based video segmentation al-

orithms result in properly segmented videos, which in turn yields

epresentative summaries. 

.2. Feature extraction 

The next prerequisite step for summary generation is features

xtraction which includes object detection or tracking [35,50] . The

econd column in Table 3 shows the features extracted by various

ethods in literature. Visual features are divided into four sub-

ategories of low-level, mid-level (saliency and motion), high-level

deep) features, and object detection. Majority of the MVS meth-

ds are based on low-level features as shown in the third column

f Table 4 . Handcrafted features such as histogram (256 bin) fea-

ures in HSV colour space [31] , colour layout descriptors [35] , en-

ropy features [49] , SIFT features [11,26] , and other techniques such

s background subtraction [50] , foreground object estimation [35] ,

nd human detection [37] are utilized for summary generation. R.

anda et al. [43] used high-level features extracted from “BVLC Caf-

eNet” pre-trained model to find inter- and intra-view correlations

n embedding space. Similarly, Hussain et al. [48] utilised learned
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Fig. 4. Categorization of standard MVS datasets on the basis of recorded environment. Indoor recorded datasets include Office, BL-7F, Lobby, and Badminton. Outdoor datasets 

are Soccer, Road, Campus, and D1. D2 and D3 dataset include both indoor and outdoor scenarios. The datasets that are publicly available on the given links are filled with 

blue color and the ones with ground truth are made bold and italic. 
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features of a fully connected layer of an existing deep learning ar-

chitecture, prior to final MVS. 

The categorization of features extraction technologies given in

Table 4 witnesses a variable set of features utilised as an interme-

diate recipient towards the final summary generation. The majority

of the methods in MVS literature have considered statistical low-

level features [49] , while there are some techniques utilising high-

level/learned features [48] or objects trajectories extraction [50] in

the second step of MVS. The performance evaluation of MVS meth-

ods, as discussed in Section V notifies that the usage of learned

features with effective prior shot segmentation techniques results

in a representative summary. In contrast, the low-level features

utilized in some techniques show comparatively convincing perfor-

mance for final MVS, but the major techniques have poor output

results. 

3.3. Keyframes selection/summary generation 

The final step involved in MVS pipeline is summary generation

based on features extracted in the previous step. Final generated

summary can be divided into further categories, such as uniform

length summary generation [53] , importance-based [10] , and user

query based [43] summaries, as represented in the last column

of Table 3 . Mainstream methods use statistical learning to gener-

ate summaries with different features and parameters. Clustering

with random walks, K-means clustering, unsupervised optimum

path, SVM, template-matching, and subspace clustering are widely

used for summary generation. A description of summary genera-

tion methods is given in Table 4 along with references. A different

approach for summary generation is presented in [48] which make

use of sequential learning (LSTM) to choose subsequent frames

(video skims) as a part of the final summary. 

Among the present techniques for final summary generation,

importance-based summary generation algorithms [48] perform

well, when compared to statistical learning measures, template-

matching, and many other similar techniques [53] . These methods

generate a variable number of keyframes as final output on the

basis of the information in the segmented shots, by using the fea-

tures from the intermediate step of the general MVS pipeline [49] .

4. Multi-view summarization datasets 

A total of 11 multi-view datasets are available in literature; ex-

cluding action recognition datasets which are used for action- or

event-based summary generation. The most popular MVS datasets

are Office, Lobby, Campus [10] , and BL-7F [35] , that are covered

in this section. The complete details and description of all the

datasets are given in Table 5 and their distribution is presented

in Fig. 4 . 
Table 5 contains the datasets information in sequential form

ncluding publication year, camera type, number of views, details

bout the indoor or outdoor environment, description about shots,

 total number of videos, and their duration details. The last three

olumns represent task of the dataset (summary, action recogni-

ion, others), annotation of the dataset, and the papers that used

he corresponding dataset for experiments. The popular datasets

re discussed individually in next sub-sections. 

.1. Office dataset [10] 

Office dataset is one the most popular datasets for MVS. This

ataset is created using 4 stably-held cameras in an office, in posi-

ions that were not fixed. The four cameras were not synchronized

ith each other and there are different lighting conditions at dif-

erent views in this dataset. Sample frames are shown in Fig. 5 (a). 

.2. Lobby dataset [10] 

Lobby dataset is provided by the same authors of Office dataset,

aptured by three cameras in a lobby area. All of the cameras in

obby dataset were synchronized with each other, still, and non-

xed. There are very crowded scenes in this dataset, which makes

t more challenging for summarization. Some sample images are

hown in Fig. 5 (b). 

.3. Bl-7F [35] 

Bl-7F is the largest among all MVS datasets. This dataset is cre-

ted in Berrylam building in Taiwan University, where 19 surveil-

ance cameras were installed on its 7 th floor. The recorded videos

re very diverse and are challenging because of high-level overlap-

ing between different views. Cameras installed are perfectly syn-

hronised with each other and are still and fixed. Example frames

re shown in Fig. 5 (c). 

.4. Campus [10] 

The campus video dataset is recorded outdoor in a university

ampus with many trivial events. This dataset contains four views

ith 180-degree coverage. This dataset is created using web cam-

ras or ordinary handheld cameras by non-specialists, meaning

hat it is unstable and obscure. Sample frames of campus dataset

re visualised in Fig. 5 (d). The videos of campus dataset are chal-

enging because they are not synchronised and contain motion of

ameras. 

. Evaluation of MVS methods 

The evaluation of MVS methods depends on the usage of

atasets. Some methods in literature are evaluated using case
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Table 5 

Description, task and annotation of datasets used in MVS research provided with the papers references that used these datasets. 

Dataset name Year Camera type No. of views 

(Indoor/ Outdoor) 

Shot 

description 

No. of videos Total duration Task Annotation Cited by 

Summary Action 

recognition 

Others 

KTH [55] 2004 Fixed Outdoor - 2391 - - ✔ - Human actions [37] 

WEIZMANN [56] 2005 - - - 9 - - ✔ - - [37] 

PETS [57] 2009 - - - 85 - - ✔ - - [37] 

Lobby [10] 2010 Fixed 3/Indoor ✔ 3 24 m 42s ✔ - - - [10,35,43,45,39,31] 

Office [10] 2010 Fixed 4/Indoor ✔ 4 14 m 58s ✔ - - - [10,35,43,27,45,39,31,48,49] 

Campus [10] 2010 Fixed 4/Outdoor ✔ - 56 m 43 s ✔ - - - [10,43,45,39] 

[26] 2010 Internet 

website 

- - 88 sets - ✔ - - Diverse videos [26] 

[58] 2012 Fixed 3 - 2 hours ✔ - - Human 

trajectory 

[40] 

PETS 2009 [59] 2012 4 - 4 3176 frames - - ✔ Human 

tracking 

[41] 

Soccer [33] 2014 Fixed 20/Outdoor - 20 - - - ✔ Football match [33] 

D1 [50] 2014 Fixed 2/Outdoor/Indoor - - 6m 40s ✔ Pedestrian 

activity 

[50] 

D2 [50] 2014 Fixed 2 Outdoor/Indoor - - 10m 43s - - ✔ Vehicle 

surveillance 

[40,50] 

D3 [50] 2014 Fixed 2/Outdoor/Indoor - - 4m 45s - - ✔ Vehicle 

surveillance in 

night scenario 

[50] 

D4 [50] 2014 Fixed 3/Outdoor - - 3m 26s - - ✔ Vehicle 

surveillance in 

street scenario 

[50] 

D5 [50] 2014 Fixed 3/Outdoor - - 3m 31s ✔ - - Vehicle 

surveillance in 

a playground 

scenario 

[50] 

[33] 2014 Fixed 20/Outdoor - 20 - ✔ - - Soccer videos - 

BL-7F [35] 2015 Fixed 19/Indoor ✔ 19 7 m 10s ✔ - - - [35,45,31] 
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Fig. 5. Sample frames from popular MVS datasets (a) Same frames of different views of Office dataset (b) three sample frames of different views of Lobby dataset (c) 

sequential frames with activity of Bl-7F (four views), and (d) sample frames from handheld camera of campus dataset. 
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studies and there are some datasets that are publicly available

along with the given ground truth of different events such sitting,

putting on a coat, etc. The evaluation methods with reference of

different techniques are explained below. 

5.1. Subjective evaluation/user case studies 

User case studies are utilised by many of the methods in MVS

literature. The very first MVS method [10] provided both subjec-

tive evaluation and objective assessments. The major aim of objec-

tive evaluation is to assess three important aspects of the gener-

ated summary: enjoyability, informativeness, and usefulness. A fi-

nite number of participants are invited and asked for three ques-

tions. Q1: How about the enjoyability of the video summary? Q2:

Do you think the information encoded in the summary is reliable

compared to the original multi-view videos. Q3: Will you prefer

the summary to original multi-view videos if stored in your com-

puter? Inspired from [10] , [48] , and [49] used almost similar ques-

tions in subjective evaluation of their method. 

5.2. Objective evaluation 

The common evaluation metrics used by majority of the meth-

ods are Precision, Recall, and F1 score. Some methods also used

event recall as a metric to show whether their method is able to

extract the events as given in the ground truth. Precision indicates

that how accurate a method is by calculating the number of false

keyframes compared to the given ground truth as shown in Eq. 1 .
he value of recall corresponds to the ratio of matched keyframes

ith the ground truth frames as indicated in Eq. 2 , while the F1

core considers both precision and recall to generate a representa-

ive score for both. 

 = 

N matched 

N extracted 

(1)

 = 

N matched 

N groundtruth 

(2)

 1 = 

2 × ( P recision × Recall ) 

( P recision + Recall ) 
(3)

P refers to precision, R indicates the value of recall, and F1

hows the formula for F1 score given in Eqs. 1 , 2 , and 3 , re-

pectively. In these equations, “N matched ” refers to the total num-

er of keyframes that are similar to the ground truth sum-

ary, “N extracted ” indicates the number of extracted frames by any

ethod while “N groundtruth ” shows the total number of frames in-

luded in the ground truth summary. Although majority of the

echniques did not provide any detail about how they calculated

recision, recall, and F1 score but the formulas given in Eqs. 1 , 2 ,

nd 3 are generic for video summarization methods. Some of the

ethods used different formulas for the computation of precision

nd recall, as given in Eqs. 4 and 5 . 

 = 

T P 

T P + NP 
(4)

 = 

T P 

T P + F N 

(5)
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison of different MVS methods with respect to P, R, and F1 score on Office dataset. M1[10], M2[61], M3[11], M4[35], M5[43], M6[39], M7[45], 

M8[4 8], M9[4 9]. 
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The above mentioned formulas are used by majority of re-

earchers [35] for objective evaluation of their methods. Human

perators marked the time periods of salient events in each video

f MVS datasets and then those experts computed precision and

ecall value advanced to F1 score for their technique. The basic def-

nition of the variables used in above equations are given below: 

True positive (TP): A frame within the interval of marked

alient event and also opted by given method 

False positive (FP): A frame that is not present within the in-

erval of salient event but is opted by the method as keyframes. 

True negative (TN): A frame which is not in the range of salient

vent interval and is also not opted by the techniques. 

False negative (FN): A frame in interval of salient event but is

ot opted by the technique. 

Event recall is also calculated in this method [35] . An event is

onsidered to be successfully extracted by the given method if it

eeps more than 50% of its frames in the specific interval. Event

ecall is only calculated by [31,35] up to the present literature of

VS. 

.3. Performance evaluation of MVS methods 

In this section, we discuss comparison of different MVS meth-

ds with respect to the metrics explained in the aforementioned

aragraph. According to the best of our knowledge, there are over-

ll 17 known research methods in MVS literature, where only eight

f them share common datasets and perform evaluation using P,

, and F1 score. The datasets used by these methods for inter-

omparison are Office [10] and Bl-7f [35] and the ground truth for

he events of these datasets is publicly available. Due to the sub-

ective nature of video summarization it is impossible to compare

ethods based on the subjective evaluation of a dataset. Therefore,

e only discuss the methods performing objective evaluation. The

omparison of these methods is given in Fig. 6 . 

Office is one of the most popular datasets for MVS where most

f the research scientists considers it for comparison with state-of-

he-art. The performance comparison can be easily observed from

ig. 6 , where the initiative paper of MVS achieves an F1 score
f 0.75. An improvement in the F1 score can be observed in P3

here F1 score reaches 0.8. Similarly, improved results can be ob-

erved in recent methods, where a research in 2019 achieved the

ighest F1 score of 0.9 in the overall MVS literature. Another MVS

ataset Bl-7f, that is presented by [35] , initially acheived 0.6 F1

core that is improved by [11] to 0.85. This dataset is not used by

ny other method in literature to compare their results with the

forementioned methods. Time analysis of these MVS methods is

ot provided whereas the most recent method [48] reported over-

ll summary generation time as 343.01 and 2048.88 seconds for

loud computing server and local computer, respectively. There are

o further details about frames level processing of this method. A

ecent research method [49] described the execution time of their

ethod for different frame rates. Authors also reported the exe-

ution time of each step involved in generating MVS. Readers are

eferred to Table 4 of the cited paper for detailed information. The

ime complexity of MVS methods is an important aspect for con-

ideration of further research in literature which is not covered by

ajority of the techniques. 

It is obvious from Fig. 6 that majority of the MVS methods

chieve the highest possible value of precision, which indicates

hat all the keyframes extracted by these algorithms are in perfect

atch with the ground truth. In contrast, the recall value for most

f the MVS methods has variation and sharp spikes due to the

iscrepancy between the matched keyframes and the number of

rames present in the ground truth. The earlier MVS methods have

ower recall value due to the usage of insufficiently presentable

eatures of the input videos for final keyframes selection. Besides

he usage of low-level statistical features, the algorithms utilising

earned features [45] show convincing results for precision as well

s recall value and finally produce a higher value of F1 score. Cur-

ent state-of-the-art methods ( [48] and [49] ) perform on average

or both precision and recall and thus final F1 score is compara-

ively greater than older MVS methods. The higher value achieved

y these methods is due to the usage of human’s appearance fol-

owed by information computation using deep learning [48] and

ow-level entropy features [49] . 
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6. Challenges in MVS datasets 

MVS datasets are more challenging as compared to SVS datasets

as they have many issues such as instability of cameras while

recording the video, lack of synchronisation among various cam-

eras, and crowded scenes. The major challenges for MVS datasets

along with references to relevant studies are discussed individually

in sub-sequent sections. 

6.1. Lack of synchronisation 

Mainstream videos in MVS datasets of different views are not

synchronised with each other. For instance, the videos of Office

dataset [10] are highly un-synchronised. Soccer [33] dataset videos

are also not synchronised during recording in the field, but later,

they are synchronised manually. The problem of synchronization

makes the summary generation a difficult task because it becomes

challenging to compute the inter-view correlations among differ-

ent unsynchronised videos. To tackle this problem, the authors

of [35] manually aligned these videos and then performed ex-

periments for summary generation. Besides this, some other tech-

niques such as that in [45] intelligently found correlations through

various features matching algorithms for summary generation. 

6.2. Instability of camera 

The cameras in some of the MVS datasets such as Bl-7F [35] are

stable and fixed with no shuddering, whereas for Lobby and Office

[10] dataset, cameras are stably held, but non-fixed. Videos cap-

tured by such cameras that are affected with motion blur makes

it difficult to generate a good and satisfactory summary. To handle

instability of camera and light condition problem, R. Panda et al.

[43] used BVLC CaffeNet pre-trained model, and extracted 4096-

dimensional CNN feature vector. This feature vector is acquired

from top layer hidden unit activations of the CNN network, show-

ing a global representation of the input image. These deep fea-

tures show the best performance with videos of such instability

and variable light conditions. 

6.3. Crowded scenes 

In MVS literature, Lobby [10] and Soccer [33] datasets are

very crowded and contain richer activities as compared to Office

[10] and Bl-7F [35] , that are recorded in indoor environments. It is

challenging to work with crowded scenes and heavy traffic as com-

pared to dealing with simple scenes of limited persons doing some

activities. The crowd in Lobby [10] dataset is the most challenging

problem, while Office [10] and Bl-7F [35] are the smiplest datasets

in MVS literature in terms of crowd density. In addition to these

challenges, Office [10] dataset also contains unstable frame rate,

and it suffers from highly variable light variations. The problem of

a crowded scene is tackled in [11] by filtering the activities, thus

the scenes with reduced activities are suppressed through Gaus-

sian entropy. 

7. Recommendations and future research directions 

It has been observed that MVS problem is not adequately ad-

dressed as per need ofMVS for a vast amount of applications. It

is apparent from the reviewed literature that to date, most of

the research is based on handcrafted-features or mid-level fea-

tures. Similarly, various clustering techniques and traditional ma-

chine learning-based classifiers are used in almost all reviewed

techniques for final summary generation. Recommendations and

future directions about MVS are provided as follows: 
.1. End-to-End deep learning models 

Although there are some techniques in literature which select

earned features for the summary generation as a prerequisite step,

et there are no such deep learning models that can input MVVs

nd directly generate their output summary. MVS literature lacks

uch CNN architectures that can achieve the task of correlations

omputation between different views and find salient frames in-

elligently. End-to-end deep learning models are used for various

urposes, mainly for speech recognition [60] and others tasks [61] .

hus, in future work, it is highly recommended to propose such

nd-to-end deep learning models that can provide a summary for

VVs with satisfactory accuracy while preserving the properties

f a good summary. Such end-to-end networks should input multi

rames or sequence of frames from a network of cameras and

rocess it through different layers such as convolutions, pooling

tc. for final output summary. Most importantly correlation layers

an be explored for inter-view correlation computation, as used in

62] for finding optical flow between two consecutive frames. 

.2. Standard datasets for benchmarking 

The currently available datasets of literature involve many chal-

enges such as lack of synchronisation, variable lighting conditions,

nstable frame rates, and non-fixed cameras. But all these datasets

nly focus on some specific challenges, and they are not enough

or better evaluation of MVS techniques. Furthermore, all these

atasets are recorded in normal indoor or outdoor environments.

n future work, researchers who are enthusiastic to work in MVS

eld should focus on creating standard datasets which cover all

orts of environments including normal and abnormal or uncer-

ain conditions [63] (fire, fog, snow, rainfall, etc.). Similarly, outdoor

nvironments capturing different actions and activities should be

imed while creating multi-view datasets such as majority videos

n [64] are captured from outdoor surveillance. This can help build-

ng up MVS methods functional in every sort of scenario and de-

loyable for real-time environments. 

.3. Intensive, efficient, and effective utilization of hardware resources

The hardware resource utilisation in existing MVS literature is

nadequate, without any parallel processing mechanisms or multi-

hreading. Similarly, the modern available tools and resources are

arely utilised by MVS methods for effective and efficient output

eneration. The related tools and concepts that can be considered

n future are given in subsequent sections. 

.3.1. Agents based MVS 

In MVS literature, the state-of-the-art techniques generate sum-

ary on a solo processor i.e., performing every step of the algo-

ithm on a single computer. As evident from the introduction sec-

ion, SVS generates summary by processing a single video but MVS,

n contrast, processes multiple videos to generate an output which

akes the summary generation comparatively slow. Therefore, if

he task of MVS is divided into different modules between certain

gents, it will require less processing time and the tasks can be

rocessed in parallel, boosting execution and the overall summary

eneration process. Several multi-agents-based systems for various

pplications are presented such as that in [65] for motive profiling

f users in virtual worlds and gaming and method in [66] for en-

rgy minimization in cloud computing systems. Thus, researchers

n future should exploit dividing the load into several agents and

ntegrating their individual outputs to finally generate a summary. 

.3.2. Fog/cloud computing for MVS 

Fog computing [67] is a layer of a distributed network that

an work much faster than a single computer. It is used in differ-
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nt computer vision applications such as healthcare [68] , security

ystems [69] , web applications [70] , and video analytics [48] . So

ar, every state-of-the-art technique generates summary locally, but

rocessing these videos through Cloud or Fog computing would

ake the output generation very faster. Generating a summary on

 cloud server has several other advantages, such as it can be in-

tantly used for other applications including abnormal action and

ctivity recognition, events detection, and video retrieval. 

.3.3. Edge intelligence for MVS 

Edge intelligence [71] refers to the processing, development,

nd analysis of data at the site where generated. It can be used

or many types of sensors, such as a visual sensors to analyse the

cenes captured in real time, or to detect abnormal activities, etc.

or future research in MVS domain, embedded programs can be

sed in high definition cameras for MVS at the site independently.

herefore, instead of sending all the videos over wireless or local

etworks, it is better to send only generated summary which could

ssist analysing video in a short period of time, and could save

andwidth and the precious time of surveillance analysts [72] . 

.4. Processing time for MVS 

The experimental results provided by the current state-of-the-

rt MVS methods perform evaluation using only accuracy with no

ocus on their running time and computational feasibility for de-

loyment in real-world surveillance networks. The MVS literature

acks an assessment of running time of algorithms provided with

heir system configurations. In current research effort s of SVS and

ther video analysis related fields, the contribution of new meth-

ds exists either in terms of accuracy or efficiency. Thus, it is rec-

mmended to evaluate the newly developed MVS methods from

he perspective of running time and provide their full implemen-

ation details. It will also lead the MVS research community in a

ew direction to decide whether a system is efficient and satisfac-

ory enough to be implemented in real-world scenarios. 

.5. MVS for resource constrained devices 

Future research into MVS should also aim to generate auto-

ated summaries through resource-constrained devices such as

aspberry Pi, FPGA, Adriano, etc. These resource-constrained de-

ices have abilities that can be utilised for wide range of appli-

ations [68] . MVS can be easily acheived through such devices as

hey can be attached together to build a small network of cameras,

orking independently for output creation. Thus, there will be re-

uced time complexity for MVS generation along with reduced

omputational power, if performed over resource-constrained de-

ices. 

. Conclusion and future directions 

The numbers of surveillance cameras providing single- or

ulti-view coverage are increasing exponentially. The distributed

ideo cameras provide better courage of a scene and also generates

omparatively huge amount of video data in contrast to single-

iew cameras. These Big Data contain rare events but most of them

re redundant frames without any salient information. Extracting

alient contents from such Big Data instigates the need of MVS

echniques. 

We have presented a complete survey of state-of-the-art tech-

iques for MVS. As there exists limited number of articles in the

VS literature, therefore, in this survey we investigated each pa-

er from several aspects. We presented how the MVS trend is de-

eoped from the very beginning of MVS literature in 2010 and de-

cribed the generic working of MVS methods with each step ex-

lained separately along with references. Next, we presented an
verview of the datasets used by different MVS techniques. Fi-

ally, after summarizing the whole literature, we provided rec-

mmendations and future directions for further work in the field

f MVS. Similarly, the application wise distribution of MVS litera-

ure, generic flow of MVS methods, and a brief discussion of MVS

atasets can lead researchers in different deployable directions of

VS such as industries, law and enforcement, and entertainment

tc. 

There are many future research directions for MVS in deep

earning areas, resource-constrained computing, edge and cloud

omputing, among others, as explained in Section VII. Intelligent

nd-to-end deep learning models are required for efficient genera-

ion of MVS. The traditional approaches of low-level features based

lustering or classification need to be replaced by learned features

rom deep learning models to achieve better accuracy. 
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